WWT’s Next-generation Firewall (NGFW) Workshop can help identify and install the right firewall platform for your business.

Led by WWT Security Practice experts, this workshop is designed to encourage a higher-level conversation about the need for and proper placement of NGFW technology within your organization. Our experts provide objective guidance to help you find the right platform for your unique security, business and operational needs.

WWT uses ideation techniques to help map the genome of your security architecture with the goal of delivering secure business and mission outcomes that reduce risk, lower costs and enable informed decision making. Because you can’t defend what you can’t see, it is imperative to fully evaluate the disposition of your infrastructure by engaging experienced subject matter experts who can help find the best solution free of manufacturer bias.

**OBJECTIVES**

Our NGFW Workshop starts with a review of your organization’s current security deployment state. Next, WWT experts lead an ideation session to identify pain points and clarify desired outcomes from a new firewall. Once the right solution for your environment and use cases have been identified, we cover how to properly deploy and operate the NGFW platform’s key feature sets.

NGFW Workshop stages:

1. **Review Current Capabilities**: Assess organization’s current state and define problems to be solved.
2. **Future State Vision**: Outline desired future state post-deployment and discuss updates or operational boundaries relevant to workflow/processes based on chosen solution.
3. **Identify Potential Gaps**: Evaluate if current technology meets security needs, including whether it aligns to industry best practices.
4. **Educate**: Provide an overview of how the evolution of the OEM landscape may impact or complement security strategies in areas like hybrid/multicloud, endpoint security and IOT. Determine if architecture can support future segmentation needs (traditional and host-based).
5. **Strategic Roadmap**: Provide actionable plan with three-, six- and 12-month views of how to optimize IT environments and implement the NGFW solution to meet security program goals.

**BENEFITS**

WWT’s NGFW Workshop is customized for each organization’s needs. It will enable those responsible for information security to better understand current capabilities, identify opportunity gaps and take decisive remedial action that improves an organization’s overall security posture.

**DELIVERABLES**

Following the workshop, WWT provides a debrief package containing a summary of desired business outcomes, an assessment of current state and challenges, plus expert and objective recommendations for next steps.